
Do you agree or disagree with the following statement ?
playing computer games is a waste of time . Children should not
be allowed to play them . Use specific reasons and examples to
support your answer .  

It is no doubt nowadays technology especially computers are is an
inseparable part of our life chiefly for the new generation . In my
opinion, we connot allow forbid to children fromnot palying
playing with them because they found find new hobbies which are
much better than the hide and seek game , so I think if we can
have control and rules on their computer games , this can prevent
injureis otherwise , they will have irrecoverable damage .
First of all , Too much playing with a computer games might be
brings addiction and this is a reason of waste of time . When you
become a addicted to computer games , your brain cannot order
you to do another things because it just concentrates on that
game . For example , my little sister is always playing SIMS with
her IPad  . she brings her IPad with her everywhere even school
and restroom . she rarely does her homeworks and her school
principal always summons my mother . we were tired of this
situation , so my dad strictly decided to make rules for her games .
He allowed her to play with her IPad three times a week for an hour
. At the first, she got angry but now she comes to terms with these
rules .
Secondly , moreoverin addition to addiction, it can cause disorder
for their eyes . It can increasing increase the risk of eyes
syndrome , lazy eyes , focusing problems , blurry vision and
headaches . For instance , I have to work daily long hours with on
the computer and I feel my eyes become becoming weak . Now
you can imagine children playing computer games for long hours .

Ultimately , In from my viewpoint , If we can lead manage the time
of playing computer games , we reduce the risks of it . Neither
does it wastes much time nor does it endangers the health of
children .


